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It’s the major show of the year for TNA and I can’t say I’m as
excited about it as I was for last year’s. It should be good
though as we have two major main events. Now that’s part of
the problem: one of them is Sting vs. Hogan. They couldn’t
have a good match 14 years ago so what are you expecting from
them here? Other than that the rest of the show looks pretty
solid. Let’s get to it.

The opening video is about exactly what you would expect: a
highlight package with everything leading up to the double
main event.

The dark match was the tag title match with Mexican America
retaining. Well at least the title didn’t change hands on a
dark match. To be fair it was streamed free on the website so
anyone could see it.

X-Division Title: Brian Kendrick vs. Austin Aries

I’m not sure if I’d have gone with a rematch for Kendrick so
soon after Aries too the title from him. They have the garage
door style lifting wall for the guys to come through. The fans
are way behind Aries here. The crowd looks good here. They
fight over a wristlock to start as we get a good feel for the
crowd here with the loud Austin Aries chant. Tazz talks about
how this crowd isn’t like most and that’s an understatement.
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Things speed up a bit as they hit the mat. Aries goes to the
floor so Kendrick is like PORKCHOP and dives onto him in a
huge spot. Back in Kendrick gets caught in an STO and Aries
loads up the Pendulum Elbow which blows the roof off the
place. Kendrick counters and hammers away but the fans are all
over Brian since this is the ultimate smark town. This could
become a problem tonight.

They try what looks to be a rollup but Kendrick falls to the
floor. Aries hits a HUGE suicide dive to fire the crowd up
even  more  if  that’s  possible.  Back  in  Aries  tries  the
brainbuster but Kendrick knees his way out of it. They go up
on the ropes but Aries talks to the crowd too much and gets
caught in a top rope Sliced Bread for two as Aries grabs the
ropes. They head to the apron and Kendrick tries it out there
again but gets dropped onto the apron and then the floor. That
and the brainbuster in the ring gives Aries the clean pin at
10:27.

Rating: B-. Can’t complain much here band this was what I was
expecting for the opener. You can’t ask for much more than a
cruiserweight match to start things off, but I’m hoping the
show stays hot throughout the rest of the match. The right
idea is to have things like this for later on in the show when
you need to fire the crowd back up, but in Philly I don’t
think it’ll be a problem. Keep that in mind: all rules about
crowds are thrown out the window tonight.

The Knockouts are with some kids in the back and Karen comes
in and she’s not happy. Oh ok they’re Kurt’s kids. The kids
leave and Karen freaks out as always. Karen is refereeing the
Knockouts  match  tonight.  That  means  Madison  wins  tonight.
Traci has to stay in the ring unless Karen is in danger.

We recap RVD vs. Lynn which is over Jerry being jealous or
something. It’s Full Metal Mayhem which means TLC with pins.
Can’t argue with putting this match on in Philly.



Jerry Lynn vs. Rob Van Dam

Technical stuff to start but they’ve probably got a lot of
time. There are only 8 minutes on this card and I can’t
imagine that Hogan vs. Sting will break ten minutes. Rob takes
over early and tries Rolling Thunder but Lynn pops up with a
kick to the face. Tornado DDT is countered but the suplex is
as well. The psychology here is solid and we hit a stalemate.
They try a cross body over the top and that doesn’t work
right, drawing half boos/half silence from the crowd.

We’re on the floor now and Van Dam tries a moonsault off the
apron but misses and might have hurt his knee. Lynn brings in
a ladder but Rob sends him in and gets a chair. He takes too
long though and Jerry hits a baseball slide to send it into
the face of Van Dam. Van Dam gets a spinning cross body onto
Lynn onto the chair for two. The surfboard dropkick with the
chair in the corner gets no cover. Rob does however get a
ladder so the crowd is pleased.

The fans chant ECW and the ladder is splashed with Lynn under
it for two. The fans never stay silent for long in this city.
It’s something I wish you could hear in more cities too. Rob
does a springboard moonsault over Lynn which appeared to be
intentional. No idea what the point of that was other than to
have Lynn hit him with the chair to take over. Lynn misses a
senton  backsplash  onto  the  ladder  and  Van  Dam  takes  over
again.

Van Daminator misses so Lynn pelts the chair at him. Lynn gets
a German for tow and Lynn is down more from it than Rob is.
Lynn  gets  suplexed  onto  a  ladder  which  is  a  lot  more
effective, so I guess American > Germany. Lionsault onto the
ladder gets two for Rob. Rob tries one of his rolling moves
but Jerry jumps off the middle rope and they collide at the
same time. Lynn goes to the floor to get another ladder and I
have the same question as Tazz: how many ladders do you need?



The second ladder is put up against the railing and Lynn tries
a  sunset  bomb,  resulting  in  Rob’s  head  slamming  into  the
railing. FREAKING OW MAN!!! Lynn has a big bump under his eye.
Van Daminator gets two. Rob sets up the Van Terminator with a
ladder over Lynn’s face and it’s enough for the pin at 13:16.
So Lynn can get up from a Van Daminator after two seconds but
he can’t move after about 30 seconds of sitting in the corner?

Rating: B. Good match but it’s going to be overrated because
it’s Lynn vs. Van Dam. This was more about the weapons and the
violence than the whole psychology which was the standard of
their old matches. The fans were of course into it because
these guys used to be huge in ECW like 10 years ago. It was
entertaining though and that’s the point of these matches.

They hug afterwards, meaning I guess it’s cool to cost Van Dam
a title shot. I guess he doesn’t seem to mind or whatever.

We recap the triple threat which is all about getting the
world title shot or something. It’s the first I’ve heard of
that but they’re talking about it which is the right idea. Joe
went  crazy  and  hurt  Crimson  once  Joe  was  mathematically
eliminated from the BFG Series so Morgan went after him for
being a bully. Hence the triple threat.

Samoa Joe vs. Matt Morgan vs. Crimson

New music for Crimson. I’m not digging it. Joe tries to get
both guys to fight each other but they beat him up instead.
Joe is wearing red and blue tights while the others are both
in white. Morgan’s continue to be way too small for him.
Crimson hits the floor against his wishes and Joe takes down
Morgan with ease. Crimson tries to steal a pin off a Morgan
side slam but just gets one.

The non-Samoans are sent to the floor so Joe tries a huge
suicide elbow. Morgan steps to the side so Crimson takes all
of it. As Crimson gets up and brawls with Joe, Morgan goes up
and dives onto Crimson from the top. Not a good few seconds



for the red one there. Back in Crimson suplexes Joe and Morgan
tries to steal the pin. We’re into the triple threat formula
here and that’s all fine and good.

The non-Samoans slug it out and Morgan takes him down, only
for Joe to trip him up and pull him to the floor. Crimson’s
leg injury is fine by the way, despite him having it on
Impact. Joe loads up the MuscleBuster on Crimson but Morgan
comes in to break it up. I’ve never gotten that. Why wouldn’t
he let Joe take Crimson out? Anyway Crimson sends Morgan to
the floor and Crimson hits the spear on Joe for the pin at
7:15.

Rating: C. Not much here and this was something you could have
seen on any Impact. To be fair though, there was no real heat
on this match as it was all about pride or whatever. I mean,
we have to have the TV Champion fighting Scott Baio in his
underwear so we can’t have the TV out there. It’s TNA though
so titles mean less and less all the time other than the world
title. This was probably going to be the weakest match on the
card and it was certainly watchable.

Ray says he needs no introduction and talks about himself
anyway. He buries Philadelphia, talking about how he’s never
liked it here and he’s used the idiot fans for years to get
where he is. This was really needed because Ray would have
been the crowd favorite otherwise.

Bully Ray vs. Mr. Anderson

Anderson charges the ring and we start fast. Remember that
this  is  a  falls  count  anywhere  match.  Anderson  tries  to
control early but Ray kicks his head off and puts Anderson
down. Is there a reason why Anderson wears his shirt in his
matches anymore? Ray chops him haRD in the corner (not good
enough  for  all  caps  but  decent)  as  Anderson’s  hair  is
uh….weird. Anderson goes to the floor and takes a sign which
has to be loaded. Yep there’s a metal sign in there and Ray



goes down in a heap. Dead end sign and it goes over Ray’s head
again.

They fight on the floor and a fan throws a beer on Ray.
Anderson gets two on the floor and they go up the ramp.
Anderson is infinately more entertaining when you let him stop
wrestling. Ray reverses a suplex on the stage for two. Ray
grabs the mic and talks about New York but Anderson beats him
down and says this is Philadelphia. They head into the back
and Ray hits a piledriver onto the concrete for two. Anderson
gets choked with a red chair.

Back into the arena and they’re near the Spanish announce
area. That has to be a copyrighted brawling area. Anderson
takes part of the railing away and slides it into the ring but
Ray beats him down and sets up a table. There’s another set up
on the floor as well. Ray gets backdropped onto the railing
and it’s bent.

Anderson goes up and misses the swanton onto the railing,
allowing Ray to hit the Bubba Bomb (why is it not the Bully
Bomb?) for two. I thought that was the ending. Anderson gets
in a trashcan shot and loads Ray up onto the table on the
floor. He goes up and channels his inner Jeff Hardy. There’s
the  huge  Swanton  BUT  THE  TABLE  DIDN’T  BREAK!  FREAKING  OW
MAN!!! A Mic Check onto the table finally ends this at 14:28.

Rating: C+. This is one of those matches that was fun to
watch. It wasn’t technically good or anything but if you’re
expecting it to be you’re totally missing the point. This was
a fun weapons match, although I kind of question having two of
them on the same show like they did with Lynn and Van Dam.
Decent match here and rather entertaining.

Bischoff is talking to a referee and says it’s a big night.
It’s implied that the referee is in Immortal’s pocket. Eric
says Hogan has to win and Sting has to be taken out for good.
It’s revealed that Jackson James, the referee, is the son of



Bischoff. This is treated as a shock by the announcers.

Knockouts Title: Winter vs. Velvet Sky vs. Mickie James vs.
Madison Rayne

Karen is referee and Winter is champion. The crowd is WAY into
Velvet. Winter is in a coat of some kind and Angelina is in a
pink corset. Karen looks good in her referee stuff and Madison
gives her the tiara. They have to tag here and it’s Winter vs.
Mickie to start. Winter controls early but Mickie snaps off
the slick rana in the corner and a neckbreaker puts Winter on
the floor.

Madison comes in sans tag and tries to slap Mickie or throw
something in her face but it doesn’t work. They’re playing up
the Karen factor a lot here as the fix is in or something like
that. Mickie goes to the floor and Velvet comes in. I guess
it’s lucha tag rules. Velvet hits a bulldog but Karen ties her
shoes instead of counting. Velvet and Mickie have to fight but
shake hands first.

Both get rollups but Karen won’t count for either of them. The
fans are all over this in a hurry. They slug it out for a bit
with  no  real  purpose  because  Karen  isn’t  going  to  count.
Winter and Madison pull them to the floor and that’s a tag in
a way I guess. Madison is in there finally and make that all
four are in now. The good girls take over and the fans aren’t
going to stick with this much longer.

Mickie vs. Winter at the moment but Mickie won’t cover because
there’s no point to it. She beats Winter down but argues with
Karen, allowing Angelina to give Winter blood. It gets loaded
up but Mickie ducks, sending the blood into Karen’s eyes. I
typed that before it happened. There’s the jumping DDT and
here’s Traci. Things totally break down and Velvet hits the
double underhook X Factor to win the title at 8:45.

Rating: D+. They wanted Velvet winning to be a huge moment and
it just wasn’t. There was so much going on here and most of it



wasn’t anything we haven’t seen before so this wasn’t much to
see. Winter’s second reign was about as worthless as her first
but at least there’s the title reign for Velvet which has
taken forever to get to. Not the big moment they were looking
for though.

Kaz doesn’t know who to cheer for in the I Quit match but he
hopes Daniels sees the light after it’s over.

We recap Daniels vs. Styles #4895 which is about Daniels being
way too excited about beating him on a fluke and turning heel
on him, setting up an I Quit match.

AJ Styles vs. Christopher Daniels

It sounds like new music for both guys. AJ has another new
remix. This is I Quit. There’s also no pyro for anyone tonight
so far. The guys have the mic here and it’s a brawl to start.
Daniels is asking if it’s over about 30 seconds in with a
choke on AJ. AJ hooks a bridging Indian Deathlock and Daniels
says no. We’re in that place in the match where they’re trying
for fast submissions but no one believes it’s happening yet.

AJ hits his leapfrog/drop/dropkick spot and we head to the
floor. AJ hits a flip dive and both guys are down. They find a
tool box and Daniels tries to stab AJ with a screwdriver. The
maiming attempt fails and they fight to the apron where they
botch some kind of a suplex move. The screwdriver is stuck in
the  buckle.  AJ  has  pink  on  his  tights  for  breast  cancer
awareness month. Nothing wrong with that.

AJ still won’t quit so Daniels busts out the BME to AJ while
he’s on his knees, making it more like Shadows Over Hell
(Delirious move). Off to a half crab and of course AJ doesn’t
quit. A spin kick is blocked and Daniels gets a backbreaker.
There’s no eyeliner on Daniels either which is a weird look.
He’s in tights instead of shorts too. It’s chair time and
Chris sits down on it with the bar over AJ’s throat. Styles is
bleeding over the top of the head, right around his hairline.



Daniels says everything AJ has in TNA will belong to him and
he never wanted to hear AJ say I qu….”oh no I’m not saying
it.” The fans chant for him to shut up and Daniels lets up for
some reason. He looks into the camera and talks to Wendy (AJ’s
wife) and says take the kids out of the room because they
shouldn’t see their father murdered. Yeah this isn’t overkill
at all.

AJ gets fired up and hits the backflip reverse DDT. Styles
Clash fails and Daniels misses the BME. He shouts DIE AJ but
runs into the Pele and the Clash. So….how does this make
Daniels say he quits? AJ picks up the chair but grabs the
screwdriver instead. And Daniels quits to avoid the pain ala
JBL vs. Cena in 05. He quit at 13:52.

Rating: C. I’m not a fan of these matches because the ending
is either the heel giving up after being hurt for a few
seconds or giving up before something big happening. I wasn’t
into this and the fans weren’t really either. I think they
were going for a big ending and emotional moment but it never
got to the level they were hoping for.

As  AJ  is  leaving,  Daniels  jumps  him  and  plants  him  with
Angel’s Wings on the ramp, meaning this is going to continue.

We recap the final two matches on the card but here’s Jeff
Jarrett.

He yells about Jeff Hardy and says no one here wants anything
to do with Hardy. The fans chant for Hardy as Jarrett buries
the city. He calls out Hardy and here he is with new music.
They brawl with Hardy only saying a few words and it’s a
brawl. This isn’t a match. Security comes out to break it up
but Hardy gets free for a bit as happens in most brawls. That
happens with both guys more than once. The agents come in and
we get a D’lo chant. Hardy is left in the ring and poses to
his music.

We recap Hogan vs. Sting. I’m shocked this isn’t the main



event. The recap covers like a year and a half which is all
about Hogan stealing the company from Dixie and Sting trying
to get the control back for Dixie because it’s her’s.

Now the announcers talk about the match and how big it is.

Hulk Hogan vs. Sting

This is a “fight” remember, so Hogan is in an Impact Wrestling
shirt and black tights. Dixie Carter is in the audience. If
Hogan loses, Sting and Dixie get control of the company. Sting
is in his Hogan shirt again. Jackson James, Bischoff’s son, is
the referee. Before anything of note happens, Hogan waves out
someone and it’s Flair. Dixie isn’t happy. And they lock up.
We get a headlock in this “fight”.

Hogan Hulks Up and there goes the bandana. Sting throws off
the Hogan shirt too. The fans sound into it so points for
that. Hogan puts on a neck crank and we look at Dixie again.
It’s in a rest hold so no complaints there. Hogan keeps crotch
chopping. All Hogan so far with him sending Sting to the floor
so Flair can pound away a bit with chops and a low blow.

All Hulk still as he hammers away on Sting on the floor.
There’s some kind of object given to Hogan by Flair and Hulk
pounds away with it. Sting is busted and Hogan struts and
WOOs. Sting fires back and Hogan is in trouble. He keeps going
to the floor to chase Flair and this time gets the object from
him. Flair tries to warn Hulk but he can’t get away in time.
Hulk is busted.

There’s the splash and down goes Flair. Hogan takes another
splash and Hogan is down in the middle of the ring. Here’s the
Scorpion and Sting gets it on full. He sits down on it and
Hogan taps out right in front of the referee…..and he rings
the  bell  for  the  submission  at  9:49.  The  fans  are  not
happy….like  at  all.

Rating: D+. The ending hurt it a lot but the fans were WAY



into this. Tis is a fine example of a match where the match
wasn’t  the  important  part.  However,  there  was  nothing
important to see here and the ending didn’t work at all for
the most part. Keeping it short was good but Eric’s son wound
up meaning almost nothing at all.

Immortal runs out for the beatdown with the chairs and Abyss
is watching from behind the stage. Eric sets for a chair shot
but his son takes the chair away. Down goes the son and Hulk
is getting up. For no apparent reason Hulk turns face and
beats up Immortal. Hogan and Sting clean house and Flair takes
the brunt of the beating. Bischoff is cowering in the corner.

Hogan and Sting go back to back and stare each other down.
They don’t shake hands but Hogan beats up Bischoff. This makes
absolutely  NO  SENSE  but  the  fans  are  more  into  it  than
anything ever in TNA. Hogan says he’s back and kicks Bischoff
out of the ring. Hogan and Sting stare it down again and Sting
wants Hogan to pose. They play to the crowd and that’s about
it.

We recap Roode vs. Angle and I think you know the drill here.

TNA World Title: Bobby Roode vs. Kurt Angle

It’s 10:36 when the bell rings so they have about 20 minutes
or so, barring them going right up to the hour. They head to
the floor for a few seconds and Angle kicks him low on the way
back in. Angle is coming in with a legit hamstring injury.
They go to the mat and Angle works on a gutwrench. The fans
are  all  behidn  Roode.  The  American  hits  a  German  on  the
Canadian and make it three of them, getting a two count.

Kurt sets for the moonsault but Roode suplexes him off and
Kurt lands on his head. The fans went SILENT after that. Kurt
seems to be ok as they slug it out. Roode hits a forearm and
some clotheslines to take over. Blockbuster hits for what
looked to be three but they’ll call it two. Belly to belly
gets two for the champ as does a DDT. Angle Slam is countered



into the spinebuster (no pop at all for it) for two.

Angle does the run up the rope suplex for two. They’re really
just using signature stuff here instead of a longer match.
Roode grabs the Crossface out of nowhere and Kurt can’t reach
a rope. Angle teases tapping but he grabs the ankle to escape
the hold. Now Roode is in the submission and teases tapping
but reverses right back into the Crossface in the middle of
the ring. Angle reverses again and is put in the hold on the
other arm this time. Kurt rolls through into the Slam for two.

Back  to  the  ankle  but  Roode  kicks  him  off  and  hits  the
spinebuster to still not much of a reaction. The crowd just
does not care after the Hogan vs. Sting stuff. Fisherman’s
suplex gets two. The dueling chants start up and Kurt hooks
the ankle again. Angle Slam is countered into an armdrag as
the fans are starting to get into this a bit. Angle gets the
referee in between them and kicks Roode low. There’s another
Slam and it only gets two again.

Time for more rolling Germans but Roode reverses into the
Crossface again, this time on the left arm which is the one
that I think it’s been on more often than the right one.
Roode’s face is really bad when he’s got these holds on.
Kurt’s arm is under the ropes so the hold is broken. Spear
gets two for Angle. I’m so over the move I can’t stand it
anymore.  Angle  goes  up  for  something  but  jumps  into  the
Crossface. Kurt escapes and tries the Slam but Roode tries the
Fisherman’s into another Slam and Kurt grabs the rope….for the
pin at 14:20. Oh….oh no they can’t be doing this. Roode’s arm
was under the ropes too.

Rating:  C.  The  ending  cripples  this.  It  wasn’t  a  classic
before that but the ending hurt it more than I can comprehend.
The match was so based on having finishers escaped and kicked
out of and all that stuff which was the vast majority of the
match. Not horrible but man, that ending is actually standing
and it’s over. That CRIPPLED things.



Overall Rating: B+. The ending to this show brings it way
down. I mean WAY down. There isn’t a truly bad match on the
whole card but there isn’t a classic either. Still, it’s a
very good show and worth checking out, but the ending to the
main event hurt this like nothing else. There was zero point
to having Angle go over there and he was helped out by the
trainer post match so maybe he was legit hurt. I’m in awe over
that ending. The rest of the show was solid though and Hogan’s
illogical heel turn is fun stuff. Worth seeing, but prepared
to roll your eyes at the main event.

Results
Austin Aries b. Brian Kendrick – Brainbuster
Rob Van Dam b. Jerry Lynn – Van Terminator
Crimson b. Samoa Joe and Matt Morgan – Spear to Joe
Mr. Anderson b. Bully Ray – Mic Check through a table
Velvet Sky b. Winter, Mickie James and Madison Rayne – Sitout
facebuster to Rayne
AJ Styles b. Christopher Daniels – Daniels said he quit
Sting b. Hulk Hogan – Scorpion Deathlock
Kurt Angle b. Bobby Roode – Angle Slam

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of Complete Monday Nitro Reviews Volume I at Amazon for
just $4 at:

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for
just $4 at:

Jesse  Sorensen  Released  By
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TNA
The  more I think about this the less I like it.  Yeah the guy
is injured and will likely never wrestle again, but are you
telling me there isn’t some job for him in the company?  You
can’t even have the guy answer the phones?  Now obviously if
he asked for his release or is being given a backstage job
(which I believe he already had) that’s a different story, but
the guy had his neck broken working for you all.  If you can
afford Brooke Hogan and Garrett Bischoff, you can afford this
guy.
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